
Knowle West Project 
 

By Julie Flanagan 



Knowle West 

My idea: 

• For this module I will be focusing my work in the form of 
documentary. I will been working in an area called Knowle West 
in Bristol, documenting the area and the residents gardens, as 
well as getting to know the residents; and engaging with the 
community and events. 

• My initial influence on this area was when I visited the Media 
Centre in Knowle West,  where Tommy Sussex talked about 
some of his projects,  one of his projects at the time was on 
Knowle West. He inspired me not for his photographical work, 
but for his style of work, I felt connected to his projects and his 
documentary approach. 

 



 
Knowle West. 

Proposal 

 
 

For this brief I have achieved several shoots in Knowle West area in Bristol 

throughout the summer, I have shot portraits and places.  The whole aspect of this  

project is to visually tell my story on my family history within that area, which is  

where my father was born and lived as a child, as well as my great Grandparents that  

lived there for many decades. 

 

I propose to express the changes in Knowle West ,because over the decades this area  

has progressed in several aspects, from homes being bought that have been extended  

from as small as a porch to  large  extensions.  Also some changes with regards to  

demolition and replacing of buildings. 

 

I aim to visually show my audience the community engagement that  was clearly  

recognised as soon as I spoke to the local residents and organisations.  I have built up a  

rapport with many residents and I am now beginning to engage within the community.   

 I will be photographing and videoing some social events, which I am excited to  

progress further with, as well as the enjoyment of meeting residents that may have so  

much history to tell,  and perhaps photos’ they can share with me. 

  



Skills gaps and learning needs: 
I will be using ambient.  I aim to produce  clarity  within  

all of my images and to increase my knowledge of the area in which I am  

shooting, as well as visiting areas where my family home was and other  

areas such as where my family attended school, as well as any significant  

areas of interest that I am informed of during this time. 

 

I will either use my new DSLR to video or the University DSLR, this   

will be a new skill,  because I will be learning  to use the DSLR  camera  

on video mode,  along with learning new techniques as I practice.  I  

intend  to gain confidence using the equipment as well as having  

confidence when videoing the residents. 

  
  

  

  

 
 

Proposal continued..... 



Outcomes: 

To shoot as many times as I feel it needs, to complete the satisfaction 

of 'variety and quality' of the images taken for each shoot.  I have 

been to visit the area several times,  and I have a few more visits that 

I have provisionally booked for October.  

I would like to produce a book on this subject , which will illustrate 

my findings throughout this journey  that is close to my heart. 

  

  

Concept: 

To document my work in a photojournalist/editorial way.  I 

will be including portraiture, landscape and places.  To show 

how the area has a close nit community, and superb 

community spirit.  I will be  demonstrating how picturesque 

the area called the Northern Slopes that surrounds the housing 

estates is, thus emphasising the  contrasts between the open 

and built up space that sits side by side. 



Ewhttps://www.google.co.uk/se

arch?q=tommy+sussex+knowle

+west+project&safe=active&es

pv=2&biw=1366&bih=662&so

urce=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&v

ed=0ahUKi4rLaGx7nPAhXCI

MAKHcc3C7kQ_AUICCgD#i

mgrc=q5I22c74IQZztM%3A 
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My series of photographs on my project Knowle West, are from my back ground 

and  my subjects present day, focusing on the people and their environment. 

Photographs capture a moment of time, and can be read in so many ways, by 

different viewers. and it is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. 

 www.phrasees.org.uk  

 

 

Jean Mohr  mentioned  how he always felt the need to explain his photographs', 

except a few,  that were sufficient in content as a standalone. He asked 

acquaintances as well as people he had never met before if they would participate 

in identifying  some of his photographs.  Out of ten people asked only one 

refused. As expected the results from each of the nine participants were 

completely different. 

Another Way Of Telling. John Berger and Jean Mohr 

 

In the book Another Way Of  Telling, include black and white photographs , that 

are lit using ambient light outside, and inside shots are lit by ambient light  which 

flow through windows, including interior lights.   I intend to produce my series of 

images from this project by using natural light source. 

 

Here is an example below of an image taken inside using ambient light that is 

flowing through the windows each side of the subject.  

 

 



Julie Flanagan Another Way Of 

Telling. John Berger 

and Jean Mohr 



Painting by Jean 

Baptiste-Camille Corot 

http://www.artinthepicture.co

m/artists/Jean-Baptiste-

Camille_Corot/l-Landscape-

with-a-Lake.jpg 
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Jean Baptiste-Camille Corot, was a famous French landscape and portrait painter 

in the 19th century.  

The concept between his painting and my photograph  is uncanny, the similarities, 

such as, how we have framed our subject by the woodland and the composition. 

My photograph does seem to be like that of a painting in some respects. 

 

I noticed that the distance and surroundings in this painting and photograph alike 

draw our eyes into the landscape in the distance.  The depth leading towards the 

subject is the same as that of my photograph,  the shadows from the trees on the 

muddy floor  are very similar as well. 

 

It would seem Corot and myself had the same intentions and understandings of 

the landscape in which we visited, and our technique to visually express the 

beautiful landscape in which we were so lucky to walk. 

 

Both the painting and photograph have an eye catching background and great 

middle ground which frames it.  We have both looked for an interesting 

background which is engaging the visual elements of colours, lines and shapes 

framed beautifully by natural foliage, revealing the relationship between natural 

elements in the open urban space.  

 

 

 

 



 

I photograph with emotional attachment to some degree, depending 

on the subject matter, as well as the location, where I demonstrate its 

meaning through my photographs,  also the impact of the landscape 

whether it is a positive or negative outlook all of my work will have 

some significance to my life, as so does Corot with his paintings of 

places that he has visited which he called them his "souvenirs'' where 

he focuses on atmosphere of these idyllic open landscapes that he has 

painted. 
 

http://www.biography.com/people/camille-corot-9258097#artistic-influences-and-impact 

 

http://www.jean-baptiste-camille-corot.org/  

 



The connection between my research mentioned on slides 

above. 

The research on Sussex project in Knowle West genre is also social 
documentary, with the same  subject matter, of  visually expressing an area 
and the residents, thus my project is showing the viewer a wider insight into 
the area of Knowle West,  by illustrating my journey through the project, that 
I am producing.  My intentions are to produce my project in a none stereo 
typical, photographic approach. 
 

The research on Jean Baptiste-Camille Corot, illustrate the similarities in 
our subject matter, with nature, framing and composition. Engaging the 

visual elements of colours, lines and shapes that are framed beautifully 

by natural foliage, revealing the relationship between natural elements in 

the open urban space, showing our audience our findings, whilst 

exploring the open land. 



Project process 





https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=NRP-4f_vyrY 

Research for my video  



The inspirational values for my video from the film 

•Narrated by the actress, Ruth Wilson 
•Use of lighting, flooding through windows and doors 
•The static footage – focus throughout, especially at the end 
•The simplicity of the filming effective 



 

 

 

 
A photograph I took from tv-Netflix.com 

Written and directed by Osgood Perkins.  Produced 

by Rob Paris, Robert Menzies. Executive Producer 

Alphonse Ghossin.  Executive Producer Matt Levin, 

Ian Bricke.  Associate Producer Sarah Deline, W. 

Michael Beard. 

Screen shots above from video clip You tube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOGc7CYm4pY 
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Screen shot - Video 
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Screen shot - Video 
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